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Exploring Feature selection and classification methods for predicting
heart disease

Abstract

Results

Research conducted by many health organizations and hospitals such as the
European Health Journal has shown that the early detection of Heart Disease is
critical to treating and understanding the causes. On top of this urgency, Harvard
Health states that" cardiovascular disease is the most expensive chronic disease
for America’s health care system”. Through the use of advanced machine
learning models and comprehensive data sets collected on patients of varying
backgrounds and health statuses, this research shows the listed correlations
between attributes of patients and positive identification of heart disease. This
research paper analyzes 1026 unique records and 13 attributes plus a classifier
to examine machine learning techniques and look for correlation between them
to assist with identifying positive cases.

Introduction
The current test for Heart Disease involves a number of invasive and
expensive tests that can prove prohibitive to an individual. What if there was a
way to reliably predict Heart Disease based on other known factors that are
less invasive and cheaper as well as faster to collect. For example, a simple
blood test combined with other factors such as information about chest pain as
well as resting blood pressure. Using a smaller set of data points, can a given
algorithm predict a positive diagnosis of Heart Disease? Also, which type of
Machine Learning model is best for providing an accurate diagnosis?

Research Question(s)
1. How can Data Science improve medical diagnosis or provide educated
information?
2. What algorithms provide a valuable classification of data?
3. How can ensemble methods improve results?
4. Can reliable results be obtained with less data?

Materials and Methods
All test were performed on the WEKA Machine Learning Platform. WEKA is a
collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. It contains
tools for data preparation, classification, regression, clustering, association
rules mining, and visualization [6]. For the purposes of preparation the 13
testing attributes were converted from any format into numeric format to
ensure they are assessed as integers, the target value or classifier was
converted into a nominal value to avoid either binary value having a weight
greater or worse than the other.

Conclusions

The primary purpose of this study is to provide
a tool to detect cardiac problems at an early
stage and machine learning techniques have
shown promising results in heart disease
detection. To conclude the clear takeaway from
these experiences was that the ensemble
methods of classifying the data proved to be
great improvements on the overall test
structure. Bagging and stacking in particular
offer a lot of opportunity to push the accuracy
of these predictive models well into the 90%
range.
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